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ABSTRACT
As you may know, a Blockchain is resistant to modification of the data since it is an open and
distributed ledger that can record transactions between two parties efficiently and in a
verifiable and permanent way. However, according to the Blockchain survey, key hurdles to
Blockchain implementation include security of transactions (59% from all implementers) and
privacy policies (62% from all implementers). This presentation will introduce two security
issues.
First, the issue is related to efficiently manage access control and data sharing among large
deployment of devices, and build trust among all involved parties which are totally under
different domains and do not have any CA (Certificate Authority) or third party involved.
Second, current consensus protocols for permission-less large scale Blockchain are
computational demanding. Many new protocols are proposed, but their security are been
questioned and thus not been pushed for use. Finally, it will present some potential
Blockchain-based applications.
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